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ABSTRACT 

Students of Park Senior High School in Livingston, 
Montana, were polled by a questionnaire devised by the 
author to determine the use of, attitudes toward, and the 
necessity for study halls. The study showed a positive 
correlation between the amount of time spent in study hall 
and the students* grades up to two study halls per day 
after which the correlation became negative. The students 
did not think study hall was the best time and place to 
study and when given their choice they did not study there. 
The student that studies most in study hall also studies 
the most elsewhere in school and outside of school and vice 
versa. The time teachers gave students to study during 
regular class time in a majority of cases is below that time 
recommended. A very large percentage of students did not 
use the study hall supervisor for assistance. 

Student achievement is higher with more allotted time 
to study, however study hall was not the students' choice 
of where to have this time allotted. A different type of 
daily schedule can provide more satisfactory student achie¬ 
vement than the traditional one found in many schools. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A typical high school student normally attends school 

for approximately six hours per day during the school term, 

excluding the time spent for lunch. During this time he 

attends the various classes that are required and those 

which he may choose as electives. What does he do when he 

is in school and not attending class? This room is common¬ 

ly called a study hall and the student is directed to do 

the work assigned to him by his teachers which cannot be 

done in class as there is inadequate time to finish it in 

the scheduled class time. 

The educational welfare of the students, it is assumed 

is the primary purpose of those people in charge of admin¬ 

istering the local schools. If students are placed in 

study halls by school administrators then this must be the 

best place for the students to study. Is the study hall 

useful? Is there a necessity for the study hall? These 

are some of the questions to be considered in this discus¬ 

sion of the subject. 

In trying to determine the students' attitudes toward 

the necessity and usefulness of study halls a questionnaire 

was given all students attending Park Senior High School in 
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Livingston, Montana. The students were asked the amount of 

time they spent studying at school other than in study hall, 

and the amount of time spent studying at some place other 

than school. The students were also asked the amount of 

time given to them by their classroom teachers that could 

be used specifically for study. The students were asked 

where they preferred to study when they really had to study. 

The same question was asked in regards to where they pre¬ 

ferred to study at school. The question was asked if the 

students thought the study hall was the best time and place 

to study. In trying to determine the value of study halls 

the students were asked the number of periods they spent in 

study hall per day and their grades for the last marking 

period to see if there was a correlation between the number 

of study halls and marks received. Below is a copy of the 

questionnaire used: 

Study Hall Questionnaire 

Park Senior High School 
t 

Place a check mark in the blank next to the 

most appropriate answer for you. 

1. What is your sex? 

 Male 
Female 
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2. In what grade are you currently enrolled? 

  Sophomore 
  Junior 
  Senior 

3* Do you think study hall is the best time and 

place to study? 

  Agree 
  Undecided: probably agree 
 ; Undecided: probably disagree 
  Disagree 

4. Do most of your friends think study hall is the 

best time and place to study? 

  Agree 
  Undecided: probably agree 
  Undecided: probably disagree 
  Disagree 

5* .When you really have to study where do you 

study? 

  Home 
  School 
  Public Library 
  Someone Else^ Home 

6. How much time do you usually spend doing your 

assignments in study hall each day? 

  Hone 
  Less than one hour 
  One to two hours 

More than two hours 
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7. How much time do you usually spend doing your 

assignments at school outside the study hall 

each day? 

  None 
  less than one hour 
  One to two hours 
  More than two hours 

8* How much time do you usually spend doing your 

assignments at some place other than school? 

 None 
  Less than one hour 
  One to two hours 
  More than two hours 

9* Approximately*how much time does your class¬ 

room teacher give you to work on your assign¬ 

ments during the regular class period? 

____ 0-5 minutes 
  6-10 minutes 
__ 11-15 minutes 
  16-20 minutes 
   More than 20 minutes 

10. Do you ask the study hall teacher for assis¬ 

tance in doing your assignments? 

  Often 
  Seldom 

Never 
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11. How many study halls do you usually have 

per day? 

  None 
  One 
  Two 
_____ Three 
  More than three 

12* What was your grade point average last marking 

period? 

  0.00-0,99 
  1.00-1.99 
  2.00-2.99 
  3*00-4.00 

This study was made in only one high school and there¬ 

fore does not necessarily show the same results as might be 

obtained in other high schools. It was also noted by the 

author that the day the questionnaires were given several 

students were absent from school, but it would be safe to 

assume that they were typical students and would not nec¬ 

essarily be of such number to affect the outcome of the 

study. The total number of students responding to each 

question is not the same for all questions. This .resulted 

from the fact that in some instances the question was not 

answered while in other instances more than one choice was 

marked. The author did not use those questions which were 

not answered according to the instructions whem compiling 

the final data. It is also important to know that where 
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the completed data is found in percentile form the number 

is rounded to the nearest whole percent# 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

As one tries to solve the problem of study halls the 

question arises as to why they were developed in the first 

place. Study halls were developed as a place for students 

to study when not in a regularly assigned class. Some stu¬ 

dents have neither the time nor the encouragement to study 

at home. For these students and others study hall is the 

only place outside of actual classtime where reference 

works are provided, and many students are extremely im¬ 

mature and need supervised study. (19) 

Another one of the reasons given for establishing study 

halls was that due to a large number of students that are 

now attending high school an over crowded situation exists 

and the study hall is provided for the convenience of the 

administrator and teacher. (23) If "study halls are an ad¬ 

ministrative device rather than an aid to the development 

of good study habits on the part of students" then perhaps 

they should be replaced. (4) 

"Study halls are educationally justified when properly 

supervised and related to library and research facilities. 

A study hall with the library available offers an important 

opportunity to develop independent study habits." (19) 
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Proper supervision means more than discipline; it also means 

the possibility of giving assistance to the students in a 

variety of subject areas. 

There are ‘'three factors that have served to antiquate 

the study hall" as seen by John F. Ohles. (17) They are 

the changing character of the student body, the revised 

classroom philosophies and techniques, and the changing con¬ 

cept of a high school education. There are many other areas 

however where study halls seem to fail. In a traditional 

study hall the student is not taught how to study, and the 

resident study hall teacher or supervisor is not prepared 

to help the student adequately outside the teacher's field. 

Perhaps the only asset is that "study halls enrich the 

imagination of the students by making them think of ways 

how to get out of the study hall." (3) 

In determining the best place to study the Committee 

for a New College under Stuart M. Stoke*s chairmanship 

found that "no study space is ideal for everyone./' (6) The • 

study involved students in four colleges: Amherst, Smith, 

Mount Holyoke, and the University of Massachusetts. One of 

the findings was that eighty-five percent of the students 

surveyed, desired to study alone. "The reason for this 

strong bias against large study places is not mass 
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agoraphobia but simply that distractions arising from other 

people prove to be the most serious frustrations of good 

studying and these distractions increase in proportion to 

the number of people present(16) 

From the study, the Committee for a New College found 

several characteristics of good study space for the typical 

student. These include a small room used exclusively for 

study at the time. The room must be free from distrac¬ 

tions, both human and physical. There should be good 

lighting with temperature and ventilation under personal 

control. The decor and furnishing should be plain, not 

ugly or plushy and the room should contain a comfortable 

chair, adequate desk space, and book shelves. The room 

should have easy accessibility to books and other study 

materials which might be needed. Lastly the room should 

provide the student a chance to relax. This could be soft 

music, provision for snacking, and for wearing of informal 

attire. 

The attitudes of students toward study hall in rela¬ 

tionship to their grades was studied by the Purdue Opinion 

Poll #65♦ (24) The poll’s finding was that when a lesser 

amount of time was spent in study halls and a larger a- 

mount of time was spent studying elsewhere in school, a 
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higher achievement rate was attained as measured by grades. 

Moderate amounts of studying at school tended to be assoc¬ 

iated with better grades. The poll also showed that un- 
i 

favorable attitudes toward study halls were associated with 

better grades. The study concluded that the better students 

did more studying, but study hall was neither the time nor 

place of their choosing. Similar conclusions relative to 

study halls can also be seen in Gorman and Johnson^ study 

of twelve Ohio schools in which they found the poorer stu¬ 

dents in study hall most often. (8) 

Gorman and Johnson also noted in their research what 

the students studied during the study hall period. Seventy- 

two percent said they read, approximately thirty-six per¬ 

cent spent their time doing questions at the end of the 

chapter, approximately twenty-nine percent spent time work¬ 

ing problems, and the rest of the time students spent doing 

miscellaneous study,such as book reports, theme writing, 

biology drawings, and outlining. (10) It would seem bene¬ 

ficial for some of this work to be done in the presence of 

the classroom teacher. The rest could be done at home or 

some other place, perhaps the library. 

If the study hall has so many faults, what are some of 

the possibilities of solving its. problems? Kenneth D. 
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Streitmatter suggests that the constructive use of study 

hall time could he the cure, (27) This could he done hy 

various methods some of which are the small group discus¬ 

sion, use of language lahs, work on projects, small super¬ 

vised study groups with aid in specific areas, an honor 

study hall program, and the more effective use of the lib¬ 

rary# James B# Ramage agrees that one of the key solutions 

is to “encourage members of the entire faculty tootake an 

appreciative look at the study areas as auxiliary lib¬ 

raries, reference centers, and helpful work? * centers#” (23) 

In order for this philosophy to be followed the study halls 

must be equipped with an abundance of “up-to-date mobile 

reference materials#“ (23) Most important is to have a 

positive attitude toward solving the problems created by 

the study hall situation. 

There are other ways which are beneficial in solving 

the study hall problems. Delhass High School in Bristol, 

Pennsylvania, schedules review periods with the proctor 

being the teacher of the subject under review# Under these 

conditions the teacher has a specific job and is not a 

"baby sitter", and the students must devote time to the 

subject# Robert P# Martin, principal, states, “he would 

never again schedule study halls." (16) 
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Common study halls are another method similar to Del- 

hass High's solution. In this situation ninety students 

are divided into three sections of thirty students each. 

First period each section has a class in one of three 

areas, English, history or mathematics. Second and third 

periods the sections alternate going to a subject area they 

have not attended previously. Fourth period all ninety 

students and three teachers meet in a common study hall 

where the teachers are available in their particular subject 

area. (21) 

Other school systems have quite a different philosophy 

on administering study halls. "It is an educational crime 

to use qualified subject-field teacher in a 'whip cracking' 

position" is the theory held by some schools. (3) In this 

case a non-professional can be used. In some instances 

even students are used. Students have operated the study 

halls in Greenville High School, Greenville, Michigan since 

1926. (9) Whoever is selected to supervise study^halls 

should be trained in proper control measures. (26) It is 

equally important in the beginning of such programs to 

start small and "not add to the program until that which 

has been established is firmly entrenched into the system. 

0) 

it 
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In Leslie W. Kindred^ study of how schools have met 

the problem of eliminating study halls he lists; several 

devices for reducing and eliminating study halls and the 

problems which occur* (23) The devices he lists for reduc¬ 

ing study halls are to limit the number of study halls a 

student may have per week, by requiring of the student 

twenty-five periods of class per thirty-period week with 

physical education and health within the twenty-five. He 

also suggests to allow time for advanced work, vocational 

speakers, occupational films, individual and group guidance 

conferences, music lessons and drivers training. Other pos¬ 

sibilities are to provide a wider range of electives and to 

allow the student to take an elective instead of a study 

hall. Lastly to provide double periods for such classes as 

shop, home economics, and various science classes. 

In mentioning devices to eliminate study hall Kindred 

suggests reducing the number of periods in the school day 

and increasing the length of the periods or increasing the 

subject load carried by the pupils or a combination of both. 

He also suggests setting aside a portion of each class 

period for supervised study, having subject group room and 

even the imposition of extra assignments for students with 

nothing to do. Another possibility for eliminating large 
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study halls is to limit study halls to the size of the 

normal class room* 

Some of the problems Kindred forsees with such devices 

are that it will lead to the employment of more teachers, 

more class room space must be provided, the students* 

accessibility to the library must be limited, and an im¬ 

proved guidance and counselling program will be necessary. 

The student must‘.prof it from the study time in the class 

room or this is wasted effort also. 

Another method of eliminating study halls is to provide 

a student lounge in place of study hall. Bellingham, Wash¬ 

ington, a school with fourteen hundred students, uses this 

approach to their satisfaction. (22) Bellingham provides a 

large carpeted study room adjacent to the library with the 

lounge in the basement. The lounge has television, comfor¬ 

table chairs, and a snack bar with general supervision of 

the lounge furnished by the letterments club. Adjacent to 

the lounge are three carpeted conference rooms and a selec¬ 

tion of books and magazines. 

The advantages listed for the Bellingham situation are 

that pupils who wish to study may as there is no limit on 

the number of students allowed in the library. The lounge 

can also be used for large group instruction or for showing 
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films and is the center of student activities* Cheer¬ 

leaders may paint signs or plan other activities and the 

student offices are here also. The lounge provides an 

excellent area to entertain parents or community guests 

after school and simply makes school a more pleasant place. 

One primary dravrback as seen by the officials of Bellingham 

is that public relations are a must before implementing 

such a program. 

When looking at the study hall in the local situation 

there are many areas that must be observed. The design of 

the building must be considered. Is the study hall a waste 

of time or not? What is the difficulty in obtaining good 

study hall supervisors? If the periods are lengthened do 

the classroom teachers know how to use the time more effect¬ 

ively and can they teach;the students how to study indepen¬ 

dently? Can the school district present a better program 

or afford to if the facilities are available? (9) It may 

be summarized that Mstudy halls are needed as long as there 

is a shortage of teachers and a shortage of money to pay 

for extra teachers that would be needed if the schools were 

to run without study halls." (20) 



CHAPTER III 

SURVEY OP DATA 

In trying to determine the value and the usefulness of 

the study hall as a place of study for the students, their 

personal attitudes toward the study halls would seem most 

important* If a person has a positive attitude toward 

study hall he will he more likely to utilize the time al¬ 

lotted for study hall in a positive manner. The students 

studied were asked if they thought that study hall was the 

best time and place to study. The results are shown in 

Table I. Two hundred twenty or forty-six percent disagreed, 

one hundred twenty-four or twenty-six percent stated that 

they were undecided but would probably disagree. Eighty-two 

or seventeen percent stated that they were undecided but 

would probably agree, and only fifty students or eleven 

percent stated that they agreed to study hall being the 

best time and place to study. Of the students answering, 

fifty-seven percent had a definite opinion. Those students 

who showed a definite answer clearly indicated disagreement 

on the question. Two hundred twenty or eighty percent of 

those answering in a definite manner disagree, in compari¬ 

son with fifty or twenty percent of the definite answers 

that agreed with study hall being the best time and place 
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to study. If those who were undecided about study hall 

being the best time and place to study changed their 

opinion and agreed, it would make a total of two hundred 

fifty-six or fifty-four percent agreeing, whereas if those 

undecided, changed to disagree it would make a total of 

four hundred twenty-six or eighty nine percent who would be 

disagreeing with the original proposition. This would seem 

to be evidence that the students don*t think study hall is 

the best time or place to study. 

Table I 

Students Reply to Study Hall Being 
the Best Time and Place to Study 

Replies  Ho. Percent 

Agree  50 11 
Undecided: Probably agree . . . • 82 17 
Undecided: Probably disagree • • 124 26 
Disagree   220 46 

Total 476 100 

The author asked if the students felt their friends 

thought study hall was the best time and place to study. 

The results are shown in Table II. Two hundred thirty or 

forty-eight percent stated that their friends disagreed 

with study hall being the best time and place to study. 

One hundred thirty-seven or twenty-nine percent indicated 
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that they were undecided about their friends views but 

thought they would disagree. Eighty-one or seventeen per¬ 

cent indicated they were undecided but thought their friends 

would agree to the question concerning study hall as the 

best time and place to study. Only twenty-eight or six 

percent stated they felt their friends would agree that 

study hall was the best time and place to study. Of those 

indicating a positive answer to .what their friends thought 

about study hall being the best time and place to study, 

eighty-eight percent disagreed and twelve percent agreed. 

Table II 

Students Reply in Regards to Friends 
Attitudes Toward Study Hall Being 
the Best Time and Place to Study 

Replies Ho. Percent 

Agree . . 
Undecided: 
Undecided: 
Disagree . 

Probably agree .... 
Probably disagree . . 

28 
81 
137 
230 

6 
17 
29 
48 

Total 476 100 

There was a strong correlation between what students 

thought and what they felt their friends thought. Both were 

in strong disagreement that study hall was the best time 

and place to study. It is interesting to note that the 
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students marked a choice of stronger disagreement to the 

question concerning study hall being the best time and 

place to study for their friends attitudes than they did 

for themselves* 

If the students did not believe that study hall was 

the best time and place to study, the next point the 

author considered was where they studied when they really 

had to study. The results are shown in Table III. The 

large majority of the students, three hundred fifty or 

seventy-four percent said they studied at home. The next 

closest choice was at school but not in the study hall 

where ninety-seven or twenty-one percent stated they stu¬ 

died. The other possible choices the students were given 

added up to:.five percent. The public library was the 

choice of fifteen or three percent and someone elses’s 

home was the choice of nine or two percent. 

Table III 

Where Students Really Want to Study 

Place Ho. Percent 

Home •    74 
School   21 
Public Library   . . 15 5 
Someone Rise’s Home . . . . . . 9 2 

Total 471 100 
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This definitely indicated that students filling out 

the questionnaire prefer to study some place other than 

school as three hundred fifty or seventy-four percent in¬ 

dicated some other place. 

The students were then asked that if they really had 

to study at school where did they study? Two hundred 

thirty-three or fifty percent then indicated the study hall 

while the other fifty percent indicated either the library 

or the classroom. There were one hundred forty or thirty 

percent who chose the school library and ninety or nine¬ 

teen percent who chose the classroom as shown in Table IV. 

Table IV 

Where Students Study at School 

Place No. Percent 

Study Hall   
School Library • • • • 
Classroom   

253 
140 
90 

50 
50 
19 

Total 463 100 

This indicates that even when studying at school the 

study hall is not the choice of a majority of students as a 

place to study. 

In determining the usefulness and the values of study 

halls in the school being considered the author next looked 
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into the amount of time spent studying in study hall, in 

school and some place other than study hall, and in some 

place other than school. 

If the primary purpose of this research concerns the 

study hall, then one of the first areas evaluated in re¬ 

gards to time spent studying should be the time spent in 

study hall. The students were given four choices in stat¬ 

ing the amount of time they spent studying in study hall as 

shown in Table V. Pifty-five or eleven percent stated that 

they did no studying in study hall. Two hundred eighty- 

nine or sixty percent stated that they spent less than one 

hour per day studying in study hall, one hundred twenty- 

nine or twenty-seven percent stated that they spent from 

one to two hours per day studying in study hall and ten or 

two percent stated that they spent more than two hours per 

day studying in study hall. 
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Table V 

Time Spent Studying in 
Study Hall per Day 

 Amount of Time No, Percent  

No time  55 11 
Less than one hour 289 60 
One to two hours 129 27 
More than two hours   10 2 

Total 485 100 

How does the time spent in study hall compare with the 

amount of time spent elsewhere in school studying? Table 

VI shows eight or six percent stated that they did not 

study at school some} place other than study hall at all, 

two hundred twenty-nine or forty-seven percent stated that 

they spent less than one hour at school some place other 

than study hall each day studying, one hundred ninety-one 

or forty percent stated they spent between one and two 

hours per day studying at school some place other than 

study hall, and thirty-five or seven percent stated they 

spent more than two hours studying at school each day be¬ 

sides. what they did in study hall. 
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Table VI 

Time SpentStudying in School 
Besides Study Hall Each Day 

Amount of Time    No, Percent 

No time  28 6 
Less than one hour   229 47 
One to two hours  191 40 
More than two hours  35 7 

Total 483 100 

The students studied are only required to be in school 

for approximately six hours per day during the school week 

which leaves a large amount of time for possible study out¬ 

side the school. The question next asked of the students 

was how much time they spent studying outside of school. 

Fifteen percent or seventy-one stated that they spent no 

time studying outside of school, thirty-four percent or one 

hundred sixty-two stated that they spent less than one hour 

daily, thirty-eight percent or one hundred eighty-five 

stated that they spent from one to two hours at some place 

other than school studying per day, and thirteen percent or 

sixty-four students spent more than two hours studying out¬ 

side of school daily as shown in Table VII. 
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Table VII 

Time Spent Studying Some 
Place Other Than School 

Amount of Time : No* Percent 

No time   71 15 
Less than one hour    162 54 
One to two hours  185 38 
More than two hours  64 13 

Total 483 100 

The comparison of the three different places and the 

amount of time spent studying in each place daily can be 

seen in Table VIII, From Table VIII various conclusions 

can be drawn. The place where the largest percent of stu¬ 

dents chose to do more than two hours of studying was at 

some place other than school. The place where the largest 

percent of students chose to study for one to two hours was 

in school, but at some place other than study hall. The 

study hall was the place chosen by the largest percent of 

students when they had to study for less than one hour. Of 

the three places, study hall, in school other than study 

hall, outside of school, were compared. The greatest num¬ 

ber who spent no time studying, spent no time studying at 

home. These seventy-two students or fifteen percent who 

spent no time studying at home were followed by fifty-five 
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or eleven percent who do no studying in study hall* Only 

twenty-eight or six percent indicated that they did no 

studying in school somewhere other than study hall* From 

Table VIII it may also be said, exclusive of those who chose 

to spend no time studying in study hall, that as the amount 

of time spent studying increases, the number of students 

choosing study hall as a place to study decreases. 

Table VIII 

Comparison of Places and 
Times Spent Studying 

Study Non Study Outside 
Hall Hall School 

Amount of Time No. $ No. 1° No. 1° . 

No time   55 11 28 6 72 15 
Less than one hour . 289 60 229 47 162 34 
One to two hours . . 129 27 191 40 185 38 
More than two hours 10 2 35 7 64 13 

Totals 

K'N 
0
0
 100 

K
\
 

CO 100 483 100 

There is other time available that might be used for 
t 

studying and this is the time allotted in regular class. 

The students were asked the amount of time usually given to 

them to study during the class period and the results are 

shown in Table IX. One hundred seven or twenty-three per¬ 

cent received less than five minutes to study during their 
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regular class period. One hundred thirty-four or twenty- 

eight percent received from six to ten minutes to study in 

the classroom and the same number received eleven to fif¬ 

teen minutes. Sixty-one or thirteen percent.received six¬ 

teen to twenty minutes and thirty-eight or eight percent 

received more than twenty minutes to study during regular 

class time. An interesting observation was that two hun¬ 

dred forty-one or fifty-one percent received ten or less 

minutes to study and ninety-nine or twenty-one percent re¬ 

ceived more than fifteen minutes per class to study. 

Table IX 

Time Given by Classroom Teachers to 
Study During Regular Class Period 

Amount of Time ' No. Percent 

Zero to five minutes ....... 107 23 
Six to ten minutes ....... 134 28 
Eleven to fifteen minutes .... 134 28 
Sixteen to twenty minutes • • • . 61 13 
More than twenty minutes  38 8 

Total 471 100 

The next question asked of the students was if they 

asked their study hall supervisor for assistance. The re¬ 

sults of this question are shown in Table X. This question 

would seem important if the majority of the students, fifty- 
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one percent, received less than ten minutes of class time 

to work on their assignments. Three hundred seventy-five 

or seventy-eight percent never asked the study hall super¬ 

visor for assistance. Ninety-four or twenty percent of the 

students seldom asked the supervisor and only eleven or two 

percent stated they often asked the supervisor for assis¬ 

tance. 

Table X 

Students Asking Study Hall 
’Teachers for Assistance 

Replies No. Percent 

Often   2 
Seldom ...... 4 20 
Never   . < 78 

Total 480 100 

Assuming from the original hypothesis that study halls 

are a good place to study it would stand to reason that 

students with more study halls have better grades. Table 

XI shows the total number of study halls the students had 

' in their daily schedule. Twenty-nine or six percent had no 

study halls during their regular daily schedule. One hun¬ 

dred sixty-three or thirty-four percent had one study hall 

daily, one hundred seventy-eight or thirty-eight percent had 
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two study halls daily, ninety-six or twenty percent, had 

three study halls daily and ten or two percent had more than 

three study halls per day. 

Table XI 

Number of Study Halls 
Attended Daily 

Replies No. Percent 

No study halls   ..... 29 6 
One study hall daily    163 34 
Two study halls daily  178 38 
Three study halls daily  96 20 
More than three study halls daily 10 2 

Total 476 100 

Table XII shows the grades that were achieved while 

attending the study halls shorn in Table XI. One hundred 

ninety-three or forty-one percent of the students received 

grades between 3.00 and 4.00 on a four point possible scale. 

Two hundred thirty-three or forty-nine percent' of the marks 

were between 2.00 and 2.99, and forty-nine or ten .percent 

of the marks were between 1.00 and 1.99, and one student or 

less than one percent had marks lower than .99. The author 

felt that forty-one percent of the students receiving marks 

between 3.00 and 4.00 was a large percentage, but further 

research on marking periods and grades achieved showed this 
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to be normal in the school studied. 

1 ' Table XII 

• Grades Received During 
Marking Period Studied 

Replies No. Percent 

3.00-4.00   
2.00-2.99   
1 .00-1 .99    
0.00-0.99   

crkKN-tf- 
*- OvJ 

41 
49 
10 
0 

Total 476 100 
,   - - - _ -   - - - . ... || 

There is a positive correlation between study halls 

and grade average achieved as shown in Table XIII. The 

largest number of students achieving grades between 1.00 

and 4*00 attend one or two study halls daily and that per¬ 

centage increases with the grade point. For example, of the 

students receiving 1.00-1.99 grade average fifty-nine per¬ 

cent attend one or two study halls, of those receiving 2.00- 

2.99 seventy percent have one or two study halls, and those 

receiving 3*00-4#00 seventy-six percent attend one or’two 

study halls daily. Only in the 3.00-4.00 grade achievement 

does the number of students attending one study hall exceed 

the number attending two study halls. This correlation is 

not true beyond two study halls. The percentage of students 

attending three study halls decreases at all grade levels. 
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However, the number of students with three study halls de¬ 

creases as the grade point average increases. Thirty-nine 

percent of the students having three study periods receive 

1.00-1.99 grade average, twenty-one percent attending three 

study periods receive a 2.00-2.99 grade average and fifteen 

percent with three study halls receive 3.00-4.00 grade 

average. 

Table XIII 

Relationship Between the Students 
Receiving a Particular Grade and the 
Humber of Study Halls Attended Daily 

Number of 
study halls 
attended daily 

Grades Achieved 

0.00-0.99 1.00-1.99 2.00-2.99 3.00-4.00 

None  2# 7# 6# 
One   16# 33# 40# 
Two   100# 43# 37# 36# 
Three • • • • 39# 21# 15# 
More than three —    2# 3# 

This would seem to indicate that study halls do serve 

a purpose in grade achievement up to a certain point. Be¬ 

yond that point their usefulness begins to decline. 



CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

All students are required to take during their stay in 

high school a certain number of courses to graduate. In 

order to meet the requirements for the total number of cre¬ 

dits necessary to graduate the students must also take a 

certain number of elective courses. Even with the basic 

requirements and electives there is usually still unsched¬ 

uled time in the students daily schedule. In many schools 

this is the time allotted to do assignments and prepare for 

the next day^ lessons. To .do this work the student is as¬ 

signed a room in which others of the same situation are 

placed and this room is called study hall. 

From this study it may be concluded that the properly 

supervised study hall is useful in obtaining higher grades 

to the extent that there is not an over abundant amount of 

time spent there. No more than two study halls per day 

should be assigned to any< one student and for the better 

students one study hall would be sufficient. In many cases 

an expanded program would have to be installed to enforce 

such requirements and many schools do not have the fin¬ 

ances to do so. Perhaps the lengthening of periods with 

fewer periods would be the most desirable financially. 
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The study also concluded that students did not feel 

that study hall was the best time and place to study. It 

is very had for someone to study up to his capacity if he 

is not pleased with the conditions. Perhaps administrators 

should look into finding other areas in the school that mig 

might be used for studying. 

Seventy-four percent of the students replied that when 

they really had to study it was at home they chose to do it. 

The reasons behind this feeling probably comes from the de¬ 

sire to study alone and to be free from distractions. Ad¬ 

ministrators should see what possibilities there are in 

their schools for small study rooms and also if their study 

hall is being operated as well as it could be'operated, 

especially in terms of distractions. 

In determining the amount of time spent studying, the 

study hall is found to be a favorable place when the stu¬ 

dent needs less than one hour of time to study. If the 

student needs more time he will choose some other place in 

the school, perhaps the library, and if still more time is 

needed he will chose some other place than school, most 

likely at home. 

The amount of time given in the regularly scheduled 

classes is very minimal as compared with the total amount 
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of time needed to study. It is in the classroom where sup¬ 

ervised study can be best implemented and perhaps more time 

should be allowed for study there. The study shows that 

students do not ask the study hall supervisor for assistance 

very often. This reluctance stems from various reasons. 

If this is the case perhaps a non-professional could be 

used to supervise the study halls. This would be a finan¬ 

cial asset and allow the teachers more time to prepare 

lessons. 

In conclusion it can be said that an increased amount 

of time allowed to study does produce better grades. How¬ 

ever because of students1 dislike for large study halls and 

their preferences to study some place other than study hall, 

there should be some means other than study hall to provide 

the time necessary for adequate studying. Administrators 

in the traditional school should take a hardlook at their 

students* study habits and perhaps make some changes in 

schedules and courses offered. It would not have to be a 

drastic change in many instances but would enhance the 

learning of the students and that is what education is all 

about• 

Because this study dealt with only one high school in 

Montana, it is recommended that further studies be made of 
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study halls in other schools, especially schools of a dif¬ 

ferent size than the one studied# Perhaps some way can be 

found to lead the student toward a more desirable indepen¬ 

dent studying situation. 
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